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Addendum #1
Please note the following clarifications are hereby made to the aforementioned RFP.

Questions and Answers
Question 1:

Can you please confirm if this RFP is specifically for UNT HSC, or if additional sites may be
included?
This RFP is specifically for UNTHSC and will not include additional sites.

Question 2:

Section 1.1 contains the following statement: “Proposals submitted in
response to this RFP shall be for goods and/or services provided to UNTS, UNT, UNTHSC
and/or UNTD, as agreed to in writing by the parties.” We assume that proposals should be
configured and sized only for UNTHSC. Can you please confirm?
Proposals should be configured and sized only for UNTHSC.

Question 3: Does UNTHSC currently subscribe to EBSCO EDS and Full Text Finder? If so,
will UNTHSC continue to use them beyond the RFP?

UNTHSC does not currently subscribe to either.

Question 4: Does UNTHSC currently subscribe to any enriched content services for the
online catalog? If so, will UNTHSC continue to use it beyond the RFP?

No.

Question 5: Section 5.3.4 Interlibrary Loan mentions a desire for an integration with

DOCLINE. Can you please confirm that DOCLINE is the National Library of Medicine's ILL
request routing and referral system?
Yes, DOCLINE is the National Library of Medicine's ILL request routing and referral system.

Question 6: Under 5.3.5 - Systems states: "Ability to read item status from outside apps for digital sign" Can
you please elaborate on the functionality you are looking for?

We would like the ability using Web services or some equivalent access to our database to read the
status (checked out, available, etc. and due date, if checked out) of various items. We use that
information to display a group of items and their availability on a Web page along with other
informational content we create.
Question 7: Please provide the following information about the size and composition
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of your library collections. Please provide the numbers for:
•

Total number of bibliographic titles (including e-books)

•

Total number of unique e-journal titles

Total number of bibliographic titles (including e-books) – 13,198
Total number of unique journal titles - 13,197

Question 8: What is the total number of individuals who will require login access to
the system (including part-time staff)?
30.

Question 9: What is the total number of end users and patrons (that is, FTEs) who need
access to library online services?

Approximately 2300

Question 10: Do you have flexibility with go-live? We currently have options for
December 2020, but not September.

Unfortunately we are unable to extend the deadline due to end of contract dates on our current system.

-End of Addendum-

Issued by (signature)
March 11, 2020
Date

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: Please acknowledge receipt of this addendum by initialing the appropriate line on the
Addenda Checklist, Section 4 of the RFP.
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